What is it?
Storyboarding allows students to plan using images and words. Storyboards are graphic organizers which allow you to use images and text in sequence to 'step-out' or visualise a movie, animation, project, campaign etc.

How does it work?
Students roughly draw a scene or a step in a technique or process in a box. Underneath each box, notes can be made with dialogue or a description of the scene. When each box is filled a narrative begins to unfold.

Why use it?
It allows students to step by step include or analyse all kinds of things - story, processes, camera angles for a film, words of a character, product design intent and so on.

How can it be used?
- Planning a film
- Planning a story/script
- Planning a process/experiment
- Planning a marketing campaign
- Planning a project or research
- Planning a presentation
- Designing how a product works
- Designing a service
- Seeing differences in techniques
- Any plan where graphics and text are needed
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